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WAR REHERSAL IN ENGLAND-Land dreadnaughts meneuverinq on Salisbury plain.
(Acme photo.)

TELED ..••. ,•(PATE ••T "lE"D'''.)

DIAL IT YOURSELF
Go to your nearby Grunow dealer
and demonstrate to your own
satisfaction the advantages of
TELEDIAL. Bring in stations by
a single, careless finger stroke.

ITS QUALITY and the
price of $99.95 for the
"Teledial Twelve" makes
it today's outstanding
radio value. Here are
prices of other 12-tube
radios, none of which
have the TELEDIAL
"self-tuning" feature.

Grunow now building 2000 sets
a day,· and going up. Leading
its field because it's a finer radio
than any you've heard, at a price
that make'S it the only radio to btly.

Radio A
Radio B
Radio C
Radio D
Radio E
Radio F

$139.95
149.95
149.95
149.95
149.95
150.00

FIFTEEN STATIONS IN
12 SECONDS!

As fast as you can flick a finger,
TELEDIAL takes you from station to
station-no intervening noise or talk
-every station, local or distant, per-
fectly tuned-record time for tuning
in all I 5 stations on dial, 12 seconds flat.

TELEDIAL RECEPTION
is true All-World, not merely
"long distance". You not only
get foreign signals but you get
them with ease (on the con-
"'"'- ventianal dial), and with
~ a clarity of tone that not
even the most expensive sets
surpass. The set illustrated is
the new 'Grunow "Eleven", an
All·Wave, All·World, t t-tube
set priced at $69.95.

LOWDEN JOINS LANDON ON THE CAMPAIGN FRONT-The former governor of Illinois (at
right) with the Republican candidate for president aboard the latter's special train.

(Tribune photo.)

CHILD TUNES TELEDIAL!
•• Little children 3, 4 and 5 years of

age can get their programs with-
out help from Mother or Daddy. And
they cannot harm TELEDIAL mecha-
nism. In a few minutes. blind people can
learn location of stations on TELEDIAL
and accurately secure favorite programs.

PREVENT CORNS COMING BACKI
No waiting for results when you apply
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads. No risk of in-
fection, no fuss. no bother. The instant
you apply them, pain
vanishes. In a fewdays
your corns or callouses
lift right out. Use these
thin, soothin(, healinJ,
cusbioningpads on sore
toes caused by tight
shoes and you'll stop
corns before they can
startl De Luxe Dr.
Scholl's Zino-pads are
fleshcolor,velvety-soft,
waterproof; don't stick
to .toc:kinl or come off in
the boIth. 12 pad,,' with eell-
•• ate MedicateQ Di.kI,35;
box, AlaoStandard Whit.
Dr. SchoU'. Zino-pad.,
25; box. Sold everywhere,

GENERAL HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS MARION, INDIANA
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NOW BEING DISPLAYED BY
Leading Radio Dealers and Department. Stores
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